Armies that do not adapt to the changing circumstances of their operational environments often suffer serious consequences in the next war their country requires them to fight. The U.S. Army has been no different throughout its history, particularly when it neglected to ensure it had capabilities essential for large-scale ground combat against peer threats like those it faced in the two world wars and Korea. Preparing for large-scale ground combat, and ensuring that adversaries understand that the United States is prepared for that scale of conflict, is essential for the kind of conventional
deterrence that helped ensure the Cold War stayed cold in Europe and the armistice held for more than sixty years in Korea.

The recognition that great-power competition defines the current operational environment brings with it the realization that the U.S. Army needs to adapt once again if it is going to be prepared enough to deter adversaries willing to risk conventional conflict in an increasingly multipolar world. Effective adaptation requires change based upon a realistic view of ourselves and the threats as they are, not how we want them to be. Understanding what the Army needs to be able to do if it is going to prevail in large-scale ground combat is the first step. The next step is ensuring that the Army has the doctrine necessary to defeat the threats it faces. Without adequate doctrine, the Army cannot adapt its organizations, training, and priorities in the most effective fashion that available resources allow.

Doctrine establishes the logical foundation for the adjustments that the Army makes, providing leaders at every echelon with a common frame of reference and language. Doctrine-driven change has been happening for a while, and it is gaining momentum. The October 2017 publication of Field Manual (FM) 3-0, Operations, initiated the changes in readiness focus that are reverberating throughout the Army. It describes the Army’s strategic roles, how the Army will execute unified land operations in a combatant commander’s area of responsibility, and how it would conduct large-scale combat operations (LSCO) against peer threats. It emphasizes the roles of corps and divisions during LSCO while providing fundamental tactics for the conduct of offensive and defensive operations in a highly contested multi-domain operational environment. FM 3-0 codifies a dramatic shift in the Army’s focus toward its responsibilities during great-power competition and conflict, requiring senior leaders to reexamine current Army capabilities and adjust supporting tactics, techniques, and procedures to meet the challenge of preparing for and conducting LSCO.2

The publication of FM 3-0, with its emphasis on the Army’s strategic roles and focus on preparation for and execution of LSCO, required an in-depth review of sustainment doctrine to determine what was missing or needed to be added to support the conduct of operations during great-power competition and conflict. FM 4-0, Sustainment Operations, released in July 2019, was the first result of that analysis. It provides the doctrinal framework for synchronizing Army sustainment with the combined-arms approach to large-scale ground combat in a multi-domain environment described in FM 3-0. FM 4-0 provides the blueprint to support necessary changes in sustainment organizations, training, leader development, materiel development, and downtrace sustainment doctrine. It specifically articulates how the U.S. Army must organize, train, and deploy sustainment formations at each echelon to provide commanders with the freedom of action, operational reach, and prolonged endurance required to fight and win during LSCO.3

The Enduring Necessity of Change

Armies that do not rapidly adapt and pace the changes in the operational environment quickly become irrelevant. Beginning soon after the invasion of
Iraq in 2003, the U.S. Army adapted to the emerging challenge of counterterrorism, stability, and counter-insurgency (COIN) operations. Shifting our priorities from the large-scale ground combat focus central to AirLand Battle and the full-spectrum operations described in the 2001 FM 3-0 to limited contingency operations (COIN, counterterrorism, and stability) was both logical and prudent given the scale and scope of Army commitments in both Afghanistan and Iraq. However, the almost myopic focus over the decade that followed swung the Army’s adaptation too far, resulting in a force that was optimized for COIN and stability missions instead of the full range of military operations. The characteristics of COIN operations differ greatly from those of large-scale ground combat operations for which the Army sustainment organizations of the time were originally designed. In the U.S. Central Command area of responsibility, Army sustainers provided centralized support from fixed forward operating bases while relying heavily on contractors for construction, commodities, and a wide array of services. Army formations rarely engaged in prolonged direct combat against their lightly armed adversaries, and they were distributed across wide areas to secure populations and key infrastructure. The mission’s duration and complexity required a steady flow of ground units into and out of theater. To meet this high deployment tempo and adapt to the demands of COIN, the Army changed its doctrine, its training, and its organizational structure. The organizational changes that were part of the modular transformation process had a particularly heavy impact on sustainment doctrine, capacity, and capability.

The new, modularized force gave more flexibility to brigade combat team commanders while generating a host of new challenges for Army sustainers. The requirement to support multiple, geographically dispersed brigade- and battalion-sized formations caused the Army to heavily revise its capstone sustainment doctrine. In 2009, U.S. Army Training and
Doctrine Command (TRADOC) published FM 4-0, *Sustainment*. It described independent human resource operations, integrated financial management and resource management capabilities, modularized Army Health System support, and changed distribution and materiel management at echelons above brigade. These innovations enabled deployment of hundreds of units and thousands of soldiers into and out of the U.S. Central Command area of responsibility while providing continuous, exceptional support to a myriad of complex operations throughout the region.6

The changes were appropriate for the missions in Afghanistan, Iraq, and other similarly limited contingencies. However, the Army’s renewed focus on large-scale combat against peer threats, where the joint force is contested in all domains, reflected a realization that the near-term operational environment was likely to generate very different requirements for the Army than the ones of the previous decade. Starting in 2016, TRADOC began some significant doctrinal changes to support the focus on LSCO. The primary catalyst for change was the reissue of FM 3-0, *Operations*, in October 2017.

**Why FM 4-0?**

FM 3-0 describes how Army echelon-above-bri
gade formations, fighting as part of a joint force, support the Army’s four strategic roles: to shape operational environments, to prevent conflict, to prevail in large-scale ground combat, and to consolidate gains.

FM 3-0 represents a change to how we think, talk, organize, train, and equip for the next fight, and it requires military professionals from every warfighting function to consider their readiness to prevail in the no-longer-unthinkable possibility of large-scale ground combat against enemies with capabilities that rival our own.7

FM 4-0, *Sustainment Operations*, complements this effort by describing how we will meet the massive sustainment demands required to prevail in a LSCO environment that puts a premium on speed, mobility, and redundancy. For example, it describes new force structures and command relationships that provide division and corps commanders with more capacity and endurance. These changes include the shift from single logistics command and control (C2) to maneuver commanders providing C2 over corps-aligned expeditionary sustainment commands and division-aligned sustainment brigades. The Army is redesignating the latter as division sustainment brigades (DSBs) and enhancing its capabilities by adding division sustainment support battalions.8

In the LSCO environment, corps and divisions are no longer simply C2 headquarters that require external support. They operate as tactical formations that integrate sustainment as part of a combined-arms approach to warfighting at every echelon. FM 4-0, therefore, clarifies issues concerning the prioritization of support and provides corps and divisions with a senior sustainment commander to execute the concept of support.

FM 4-0 addresses all four elements of the sustainment warfighting function—logistics, financial management, personnel services, and health service
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support—and illustrates these elements arrayed at echelon on a multi-domain battlefield. Division support area graphics, for example, include both the DSB and the human resources company, the financial management support unit, and a number of medical units.9

Field Manual 4-0 [Sustainment Operations] provides the doctrinal basis for prioritizing sustainment capabilities within the Army’s modernization strategy, which will give Army formations the equipment necessary to support the demands of large-scale combat operations.

The development of new units such as the DSB, division sustainment support battalions, and lettered, organic companies within these formations provide commanders with more sustainment capacity, thus extending the endurance of the division formation during combat operations. The restructuring also increases readiness—instead of deploying piecemeal and fighting as a pickup team, sustainment units will now train, deploy, and fight as organic elements of a larger team.12

At the same time, FM 4-0 is driving the restructuring of Army sustainment formations to support the central warfighting principles established in doctrine.

FM 4-0 further reinforces the critical importance of sustainment integration and synchronization within Army formations, as well as with joint and other unified action partners. The speed and violence of LSCO impose unprecedented demands on Army sustainers. In this environment, sustainers must fight for situational awareness when communications are intermittent. They coordinate with neighboring units as well as their senior and subordinate headquarters while anticipating requirements and preparing for rapid transitions. Sustainment rehearsals are a critical aspect of success during LSCO, enabling commanders to synchronize sustainment with other warfighting functions while ensuring that both the maneuver and sustainment plans are clearly understood.10

FM 4-0 is driving other changes as well. Sustainment is a fundamental consideration as the Army rewrites training programs and develops tasks, conditions, and standards to prepare the Total Army for LSCO. Sustainment has become central to discussions about operational art and is more explicitly addressed in the keystone doctrinal publications of other warfighting functions. The combat training centers now challenge units with the same threats we anticipate in LSCO, and the Army has reemphasized sustainment in the warfighting tactics, techniques, and procedures in every training and professional military education course from advanced individual training to the Army War College. As an example, TRADOC’s Army Strategic Education Program—Command (ASEP-C) incorporates a vignette examining the many sustainment challenges that commanders overcame during the Korean War.11

In the meantime, Army doctrine continues to evolve. Having just completed the difficult work of developing capstone doctrine for sustainment, the U.S. Army Combined Arms Support Command and others are rewriting all of the downtrace doctrinal publications.
that support it. The publication of FM 4-0 has reshaped how we sustain LSCO at every echelon, as well as how sustainment formations themselves operate and fight. While the Army updates its sustainment doctrine, the Combined Arms Center has begun work on a future update to FM 3-0, which will continue the emphasis on sustainment considerations during LSCO.¹⁴

Conclusion

Gen. Eric Shinseki reminded audiences that “If you don’t like change, you will like irrelevance even less.”¹⁵ Today’s Army sustainers find themselves in the midst of wholesale changes in how we envision, think, and talk about the next war. Those changes reflect enormous efforts by the thousands of soldiers and civilians across the sustainment enterprise who have shared lessons learned and provided thoughtful analysis. Operationalizing these changes, however, requires Army leaders at every level to read and apply this doctrine within their training and leader development programs. FM 4-0 provides the blueprint. Leaders will make it reality.
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